the not-so-secret secrets to

MAKING YOUR MENU

PROFITABLE
designed by acgd.ca

quick tips to designing and engineering your menu
making it a profit-driven marketing tool
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UNDERSTANDING

2

SWEET SPOTS
Sweet spots are areas on a menu where your

1

eyes typically go. Many studies prove, you
want to put high profitable items in the
middle and top right sweet-spots as they
get the most attention. Different layouts
have different spots, but placing your most
profitable items in the top right corner is
usually consistently effective.

ENTICING & INTRIGUING

ADJECTIVES
Adjectives encourage items to sell.
Various attributes like the taste, texture
or the way it looks can cause your mouth
to water. More so, describing a nostalgic
aspect, geographical origin, or preparation
can increase the value of the dish. Try not

nana’ s
Home -Made Linguini in
a VelvetyClam Sauce
fr eshly made pasta,
wit h a silky smoo t h
clam r eduction 12 95

to be repetitive, as this may come off as
you trying too hard.

Placing a separate drink menu on
the table can increase your average

BE SURE TO BE

SOCIAL

bill. Giving your customers the
chance to look through this menu
before or after choosing a meal.

It is an asset to most restaurants to be

Display an enticing photo of

on social sites because it is in a sense;

specialty cocktails can also

free marketing (assuming most of what

grab a customers attention and

your customers say is good). Be sure to

encourage them to take action.

put your social tags on your menu to
help boost your coverage online.

DISPLAY A SEPARATE

wine menu

Facebook, Twitter, Yelp and Instagram
seem to be the most popular.

WHAT’S IN A

COLOUR?

Colours are proven to trigger emotion.
Red is the most common. It’s energetic,
indulgent and impulsive, while blue can
restrict appetite if overused. Colours can
also be associated with particular cultures.
Another fan favourite; green is associated
with fresh or organic. We also get drawn to
contrast, so use this for high profit items.

Menu sections shouldn’t
have more than 7 items.
List your most profitable

WHAT IS A

1

D ECOY
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item either first or last
in the list and your 3rd

Decoy’s are generally a pair of

profitable; second.

items close together on a menu

Keep in mind listed

both having a high markup price.

items that have longer
descriptions get much

One being astronomical and
the other being reasonable in
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more attention.

comparison — hence ‘decoy’.
This will make the ‘reasonable’

STRATEGIZE YOUR

item more popular.

listed items

TO USE, OR NOT TO USE

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography has a great ability to heighten
sales of specific items. Using photography,
also depends on what type of restaurant you
run. Most high-end establishments won’t
show food, while low-end will do quite the
opposite. Try to have quality photos, as
you don’t want to mislead or disgust. I find
illustrations are a good balance, allowing
for visual appeal but not high expectation.

MIND YOUR

$24.95
$13.55

P’s, Q’s & $’s

$21.95
$12.50

The worst things you can do to a menu

$11.25

is put currency symbols next to the price.

$8.95
$14.95
$11.45

It psychologically triggers a pain sensor
in our brains which prevents us from
spending more.

$26.99
$18.95
$42.35
$23.95

Placing your prices in a list to the right of
food items also allows the reader to choose
from prices, not items. Place prices so they
are tucked away and unseen.
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